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NATIONAL PARKS – America’s Best Idea
Education and Environmental Literacy
Tradition of Service
Youth Development & Character Building
KEY COMPONENTS to PARK VISION

Presidio Visitor “Base Camp”
Welcoming New Audiences to the Presidio and Golden Gate

Presidio Tunnel Top Parklands
Offering Iconic Public Commons and Gathering Place

Crissy Youth Campus
Developing the next generation of leaders, citizens, and environmental stewards
SITE CONCEPT

Crissy Youth Campus

Tunnel Top Parklands

Visitor “Base Camp”
VISITOR CENTER COMPLEX
Base Camp for Presidio and Golden Gate
VISITOR CENTER COMPLEX
Base Camp for Presidio and Golden Gate
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Community Commons
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Before
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Central Promontory Overlook
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Western Promontory Commons
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Eastern Promontory Before
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Eastern Promontory Play Gardens
TUNNEL TOP PARKLANDS
Embankment
CRISSEY FIELD CENTER YOUTH CAMPUS
Youth Adventure Trail